








HERTZIAN F.l - WAVE WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.' 

E imm- public 2i&$ which haa been aro& of late yeus 
in the subject of telegmphy without camecting wires has mi- 
doubdedly been stinadated by the whievements of Mr. - , 

in eflwting communication ovsr grest dístances by meaos of 
waves. The periodicals and M y  journdq which are 

;, avonues through which infomtion reaches the pubfic, w 
to describe in a semational manner thae wonderful a p p W  

; electrid prhoipIes, have done little to vey iintdligible ex 
"g tion oE them. Hace  it appeared proba le that a service m 

: mndered by an endeavour to pmsent an account of the pmsent can- 
dition of electric wavk tolapphy in a manner ampt,aBI~ to those 
u n v d  in the advancd technicalities of the subject, bat aquaintd 
~t lesst with the elements of elm- science It is &e p q m  of 
thase h d e 8  to a t w t  this task we 6hd1, however, b i t  the 



hawing hlegmphs by Rerteian wavea, but have not passed beyond 
the experimental shge, wMst wirelesa telephony by this mesns is still 
a k m  of the future. c a +q-h----d m- F 

We s l d ,  in the Brst place, consider the transmitting mrangements 
and, incidentdy, the nature of the effect or wave transmitted; in the 
second place, the receiving appliancea ; and, finally, discuss the problem 
of the isolation or secrecy of the inte-nce conveyed between any 
two places. 

The transmítter used in Hertzittn wave felegraphy consists essen- 
tidly of a device for pmducing electric wava d s. typa which will \ -el over the surfaice of the land or sea without speedy dissipation, 
snd &he important element in thia anangement is the radiatw, by 
which these wavei are sent out. It will be an advantsge to bgin by 
~~g the electrical action of the radiator, and then proceed to 
d i a m  the det& of the transmitting appliances. 

It will pmbably assist the reader to ariive most &ly at a general 
idea of the functions of the various portions of the transmitting 
arrangements, and in particular of the mdiatorI if we take as our 
s-g point an analogy which exists between electric wave enera- 
tion for telegraphic p u r p e s  and air wave generation for soun f signal 
purposes. Mast persons have visited some of the large lighthouses 
which exist around our coasts and have there seen a steam or air 
&m, as used for the production of ~ound sipals during fogs. If they 
have examined thk appliance, they \vil1 know that it consisb, in thc 
first place, of a long metal t u k ,  generally with a trumpet-shaped 
mouthpieoa At the bottom of tbis tube there is a fixed plate with 
blea iii it, against which revolves another sirnilarly perforated plate. 
Thew two platm separate a baok cbamber or wind chest from the 
tube, and the w h d  chest tmmmunieates with a resemir of compresse¿í 

or a high-pressure steam hiler. In the coinmiinication pipe thei-e 
is a mlve which can be suddenly opened for a lo:.&nr or shorter time. 
When the movable plate revolves, the coincidente or non-coincidencc 
oi the holas in the two plates opens or shuts the air psssage way very 
rapidly. Heme when the blast of air or steam is turned on, the flow 
is cut up by the revolving plates into a series of puffs which inflict 
blojvs upon the stationary air in the siren tuba If these blows come 

I & tb rate, say, of a hundred a. second, they give Mse to aerial oscilla- 
tions in the tube, which impmss the ear as a cleep, musical note or 
mar; and tliis continuous sound can be cut up by closing the valve 
interrnittently into long and short priods, and so cauaed to s@al a 
latter according to the Morse d e ,  denoting the n m e  of the lighthouse. 
In this case the object ia to produce : first, a&d vibrittions in the tube, 
@Mng Rse tci a train of powerful air waves ; seconay, tto intemit this 
wave-train 80 as tO produce an intelligible aignal ; m d  third1~, to 
tmnsmit this wave as far as possible through space. 

The pmduction of a mund or air wave can only be achieved by 
r dmmi&ering a very ~udden blow to the general mas8 of the air in the 

toba This impulse mt be sufficient to all into operation the inedia 
and'elastic qualities of the air. It is found, moreover, that the ampli- 
t d e  of the resulting wave, or the loudness of the somd, is increaaed 



by suitably proportioning the length of the airen pipe and the 

I 
frquency of the air puffs ; whilst the distance at which it is heard 
depends &o ín some degree upon the form of the mouthpiece. 7p:, Inside the &en tube, when it is in operation, the air molecules are ;l y ,  !, 

in rapid vibratory motion in the direction of the length of the tube. l a  ciL 
If we oould at auy one instant examine the distnbution and changas 
of air prwsure in the tube, we should find that at some places there 
are large, and at others srnall, variations in air pressure. Theae latter 
places are called the mdcs of prassure. At the pressure nodes, how- 
ever, we should Bnd large variations in the velocity of the air particles, 
and these points are called the a-rGtinudes of velocity. In those pkces 
ut which the pressure variation ia patest ,  the velocity changes are 
least, and vZce -a. Outside the tube, as a result of these air motions 
in it, we have a hemispherical air wave produced, which travels out 
from the mouthpiece as a centre ; and if we could examine the distri- 
bution of air premure and velocity through all externa1 space, we should 
find a distribution which is periodic in space as well as time, consti- 
tuting the familiar phenomenon of an air wave. 

Turnhg tben to consider the produchon of an electric, instead of 

I 
an air wave, we not;ice in the first place that the mediurci witb which 
we are concerned is the st filling al1 spaca Thia ether permits the 
production of pliysical c $" anges in it which are analogous ta, but not 
identical in nature with, the pressures and movements which constitute 
a sound wave. The Hertrian radiator is an appliance for acting on 
the ether as the siren acts on the &ir. It produces a wave in it, and it 
can be shown that all the parh of the above described siren apparahs 
have their electrical equivalents in the transrnitter employed in 
Heikian wave wireless telegraphy. 

To i~nderstand the nature of ari electric wave we must consider, in 
the first place, some properties of the ether. In this medium we can 
at  any place produce a state called electric disp2acernmt or ether sto-ain, 
aa we can produce compression or mrefaction in air ; snd, just the 
latter changes are said to be cmated by mechanical force, so the former 
is said to be due to eiectrz'c fwm, We can not define more clearly the 
nature of this ether shrain or displacement until we know rnuch more 
about the structure of the ether than we do at present We can picture 
to ourselves the operation of oomppessing air as an apfiximation of 
the air moleculeis, but the difñculty of comprehending the nature of an 
electric wave arises from tlie fact that we cannút yet definitely resolve 
the notion of electric strain bta any simpler or more familiar ideas. 

We have to be contenta therefore, to disguíse om present ignoran= 
by the use of some descriptive term, such as dectdc strcbin, eledm- 
&tic stmin, or ether strain,* to damibe ths directd condition of &e a 

space around a body in a atgte DI slsotrification which is pmduced by 
electric force. This electric atrain is certainly not of the natum of a 
compre~sion in the ether, but much more akin to a twist or rotat iod 
strain in a solid body. 

For our present purpos6 f is not so nemsary to postdada l~ny 
particular theory of the ether as it is to possess some consistent hypo- 
thesis, in tema of which we cm describe the phenomw which wiu 
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mncem as. These effcta arq as we shdl see, partly states of ezectri- 
h t i o n  on the surface or distributions of electric current iir Wire~s or 
r&, and partly conditirins in the space outside them, which we are 
led to recognise as distributiona of electric ictrsin and of an ammXat;ed 
&ect called maptic$ua 

We find such a theory at hand at the present time in the elwtmni~ 
theory of electricity, which hm now been suíñciently developed snd 
popularised to make it udul as a descriptive hypothe&.* Thk 
theory has the great reoommendation that it offem a mems of abolish- 
ing the perplexing duahrn of ether'and ponderable matter, snd givw 
a definite and, in a sense, objective meaning to the word eleclxicity. 
In this physicd speculation, the chief subject of contemplation is the 
electron, or ultimate particle. of negative electricity, which, when 
wmiated in greater or less number with a matrix of some description, 
f o m  the atom of ponderable matterter To avoid further hypothesis, 
tihh mtrix may be mlled the m-eZ&~ort ; and we shall adopt the view 
thst a single chemical atom is a union of a co-electrm with a ~umund- 
ing envelope or p u p  of electrons, one or more of the latter hing 
detachable. We need not stop to apeculate on the istructure of the 
atomic core or co-electron, whether it is composed of positive and 

egative electmns or of something entirely different. Thei dngle 
lectron is the indivisible unit or atomic element of so-called negritive 
lectriciv, and the neutral chemical atom deprived uf one electron is' i e unit of p i t i v e  electricity. On this hypothesis, the chemicd Btom 

i s  to be re@ed as a rnicrocosm, a sort of a solar system iii miriiature, 
iJie componént electrons being capable of vibration relatively to the 
abmic centre of rnass. Furthermore, from this point of view it í s  t h ~  
electron which is the effective cause of radiation. It done haa a, grip 
on the ether whereby it is able to estabhh wave motion ia the lsith. 

Dr. Larmor has developed in considerable detail an hypotheeia af 
the nahire of an electron which makes it the centre or convergen- 
point of lines of a self-locked ether strain of a torsional type. The 
notion of an atom merely as a " centre of force" was one familiar ta 
P d a y  and much supported by Boscovich and others. The fatal 
objection to the valídity of this notion as origindy stated was that it 
O- no possibility of explaining the inertia of matter. On the elec- 
tmnic hypothesis, the murce of all inei.fia is the inertia of the ether, 
a d  until we are able to dissect this last quality into anything simpler 
than the time-dement involved in the production of an ether strain 
or displacernent, we most accept it as an ultimate fsct, not more 
elucibted became we   peak of it as the inductance of the electron, 

W e  postulate, therefore, the following ideas : We have to think af 
the ether as a homogeneou meclium in which a strajn of some End, 
mat  probably of a rotational tp, is pmible. This atrain appeairi 
only under the iduence of an appropriate stress calleri the electrh 
f-, and dkappears when the force is removed. Hence to create 
this strain necessitates the expenditure of energy. An electron is a 

*For a more detsiied uccount of this hypthesie, the reader ia refmed to an &ide 
by the wrSter, m U e d  Elmtronic Tbeav of Elschieit y," pubiished in 
fhe PopnIar Sm- Monthlg " for May, 1909. 



centre or convergente-point of lines of permment ether S& of such 
nature that it cannot release iW To obtain aome idea of the mture 
of such a structure, let us imagine a flat steel band formd into a ring 
by welding the ends together. There is then no torsional strran. E, 
bwever, we suppow the band cut in one place, one end t h  given 
half a turn and the cut enda ag& welded, we s h d  h v e  on the band 
a self-locked twist, which can be displaced on the band, but which can 
not releme itself or be r e l d  except by cutting the ring. Hence we 
see that to mske an electron in an ether possegsing toisiond almticity 
wodd require creative energy, and when made, the electron cam& 
destroy itself except by occupying simulheously the sam place as 
an electron of oppoaíte t y p  Every electmn extends, therefore, as 
F d y  said of the atom, throughout the univenie, and the properties 
that we find in the electron are only there because they are first in the 
universal medium, the ether. Every h a  of ether or electric strain 
must, therefore, be a self-closed Ene, or else it must terminate on an 
elmtmn and a co-electron. 

So far we have only considered the dectron at rest. If, hwevar, 
it moves, it can be ma$hematicdly demonstrated that it must @ve 
rhe tU a secund f o m  of ether strain which is relalzd to the electric 
s t m h  .m a twbt 3i8 d a k d  to a tbn~st or a vortex ring to a squirt in 
liquid or a rotatioa to s linear pr~gression~, The ether strain which 
resulta from the lateral movement of h e s  of electric s t m h  is d l e d  
the ma@ic$w, and it can be mathematically shown tbat the move- 
ment of an electron, consisting when a mst of a radial convergenee of 
lines of electric strain, must be accompanied by the production of salf- 
clwed lines of aqneEic flux, distributd in concentric cimles or rings 
round it, the planes of these circles being perpendicular to tbe direc- 
tion of motion of the electron. 

Thk electmnic hypothesis, therefore, affords a b& on which we 
can build up a theory affording an exphation of the nature of the 
intimate connection known to exist between etber, matter and dec- 
tricity. The electron is the eonnecting link between them dl, for it 
is in itself a eenttre of convergent ether strain; isolated, it presents 
itself as electricity of the negative or resinous kind ; and, in combina- 
tion with co-electrom and other electrons, it forms the atoms of pon- 
derable matter. At mt the electron or the co-electron 6 n s t i t u t e a  rtn 
elmtric charge, and when in d o n  it is an electric ament. A steady 
flux or drift of electrons in one direction and co-dectrons in the oppo- 

- sik direction is a conthous electric current, whilst their mere mil la -  
tion about a rnean positian ie an dtemating current. Furthermore, 
the vibration uf an electron, ff aufficiently mpid, enables it to estab- 
lish what are d e d  electiic wavea in the ether, but which are d y  
ctetached and aelf-closed lina of sther strain dhtributed in a p e r j d c  
mamer through space. 

We have, therefore,, to start with, three conceptions concemhg the 
eledmn, viz. : Its condition when at rest ; its stak when in unifom 
motim ; md ib operations when in vibration or rapid oscillation. In 
the first case, by our fundasiental supposition, it consigts of lines of 
ether straip of a type called the electric sticain, radiating unifarmly ía 



a11 directions. When in uniform motion, it can be Shown t b t  these 
h e s  of electric strain tend to p u p  themselves in a ylane pelpen- 
dicultlr to tlie line of rnation drawn through tlie electro& and their 
lateral motion generates another class of strain calIed the mapetic 
S-, disyosed in coucentric circles described mund the electmn 
~ n d  lyhg in this equatorial phne. I . 

The proof of the above propositions cannot be 
requires the aid of rnathematical analysis of an advanc 
reader must be referred for the complete demonstration to 
of F'rofessor J. J. Thomson* and Mr. Uliver Heaviside.t 
h the third case, when the electron vibrates, we have a s t  

which self-closed lines of electric strain and mapetic flu 
aff and m v e  away through the ether constitutmg ele 
The mnner  in mhich this happms mas first described by Hertz in a . 
Paper on " Electric Oscillations treated according to the 
JbxweII.": As this phenomenon lies at the v q  root 
wave wireless hlegrapby, we mwt syend a munient 
w e f d  examination. 

L&t us imagine two metal mds place 
is d e d  a linear osdlator. Let these 
rated by a very smdl  air space, and let 
tive and the other with negative electric 
this is explained by stating that there í 
in ane and of co-electrons in the other. 

. These charges create a dist ribution of 
dectnc ~train throughout their neigh- 
burhoúd, which fohws approximately 
tihe =me law of dktribution as the 
b e s  of magnetic force of a bar magnet, 
sarl may be roaghly represented as in 

l. Suppose then that the air 
gap i~ de&myed, these oharges move 
t a m r d s  ea& other and disappear by 
uniting, the lines of electric strain then 
dhpse,  and m they shrinlr in give 
rkie tm circular lines uf magnetic flux embracing the rods T$ia 
edienial distribution of magnetism constitutes an electric current in 
the rods produced by the movement of the two opposite eleotrig 
cbrges. At this stage it may be explained that the e l e c b s  OE -*: 

atan8 of electricity can in some cases make their 
the zltoms of ponderable rnatter. The f m e r  are inco 
thm the latter, and in those cases in whioh this electro 
can táke place easily, we cal1 the rnateriaI a gwd conductor. 

S u p p e  thon the eIectric charges rwppear in reversed 
a d  $O through an oeciilatory motiofi The result in the 

- 

1 

8s. J, J. Thmnien, Beosat B e d a  in Ehkioitp and aIagnetism;* obrp. 1.b 
' '7 b e  O. Haviside, ~ E i e o t ~ d o  The~rg,'~ Bol. I., p. 54. 

f Wktdmmde AnmLm, 36, p. 1,1@89 ; or in hii repoblished Prnperri, EleotnB 
Wavea," p. 137, E g g U  hnaiatien by D. E. Jonee. 
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spam would be the r i l b a t e  production of h e s  of electric s h i n  and 
rnagnetic flux, the direction of these lines being reversed each hdf 
cycle. h i d e  the m& we have a mavement of electmns and 
co-electrons to and fro, eleotrio c h q e s  at the ends of the rods dter- 
nating with electric eurrents in the the chargeg being at a 
maximum when the ourrent is zem, and the currenf at a maximm 
when the charges have for. the moment chppeared Outaide the 
rods we have a comsponding set of charges, lines o£ electric strsui 
stretching from end to end of the rod, alternating with Rngs oÍ 
m a ~ e t i c  flux embracing the rod. So far wa have supposed the 
oscdlatiou to be relatively a slow one. 

hag+e next that the to and fro movement of the electrm or 
chargw w suficiently rapid to bring into play the inertia q d t y  of the 
inedium. We &en have a different state of a h k .  The lines of 
strain in the e x t e d  mediuni c m o t  contract or collapse quickly 
enough to keep up with tbe course of events, or movemenh of the elec- 

trons in the rods, and heme their reboular contraction and absorption 
is changed into a p r o m  of a Merent kind. A s  the-dectmns and 
co-electrons, Le,, the electric ehqes,  vibrate to h, the lines of 
electric strain connecting them are nipped in and thrown off as c m -  
pletely independent and closed Enes of electria strain, and at each 
s i a c ~ v e  altemation, groupa or batches of thwe loop of strain are 
detached from the rod, and, 80 to s p d ,  take on an independent exist- 
ente. The whole process of the formaion of these self-closed h e s  of 
electric strah Is best understood by examining a ~eries of diagrams 
which rougldy reppesent the van'ous s&w of €he procew. IR Fig. 2 
we have a diagram (a) the cumd line in which clelineates approxi- 
mately the form of one line o£ electric strain round a linear osciuator, 
with spark gap in the ceutre, one half being charged positively and 
the other negatively. Let us then suppose that the insulation of the 
spark gag is destroyed, so that the opposite electric cbrges rirsh 
together and oscikfe to and fro. The &min lines at each oscillation 



are then cmssed or decussi~te, aad the result, aa shown in Hg. 2, d, irs tw a portion of the energy of the field is thrown off in the form of 
adf-closed lines of straZn (see Fig. 2, e). At each oscillation of tlie 
charges tha direction of the iines of 8train apringing fmm end to eni 
of the radiator is reversed. It is a general property of lines of stiai~ 
whabher electBc or q n e t i c ,  that there is a tension dong the line ani 
a pmssure at right angles. In other words, these lines of elecrii 
~ h i n  are like elastic threads, they tend to contract in the direction o 
th& length arrd press aideways on ea& other when in the s m  
dimctio;n. Hence it is not clifficult to see that as each batch of aelf 
dosed h e s  of s h i n  is thrown off, the direction of the strain m i  

eiich loop is alternatQ in one direction and io the other. Heno 
bhem loops of eleotric strain pms each other out, and each one that i 
fmmed squeezes the already formed ioop further and further fron 
the radiator. The loops, therefore, march away uito spce (se 
Fig 2,n. If we imagine ourselves standing at a little distance a 
a point on the equatorial line and able to see these loops of s h i i  
as they pass, we should recognise a procegsion of loops, cansistiq 
d dternately directed strain lines rnarching p t .  This movemen 
through the ether of ~~~closed lines of electric strain comtitute 
what is dld electric radiation. 

Hence along a -&rpendicular to the radiator thro* 
its centre, there is a distribution of electric strai11 noma1 to that l i n ~  
whkh is pariodic in space and in time. Moreovcr, in addition to theuóh. 
linw of electric strain, there are at right angles to  them another set d 
~ - c l w d  liriw of q n e t i c  flux. Altemted between the hta& 
when the electric ch- at the ends of the radiator are at thek . 
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maximum, we have im-tanta when ths radiator rod is the seat of ai 
electric current, and heme the field round it is filled with circula 
linm of magnetic flux coaxial with the radator. As the curren 
dternates in direction ea& half p e a ,  these rings of magnetic flu: 
altamate in h t i o n  as re@ the flux, and heme we must complet 
our mental picture of the space round the radiator r& when th 
chsrges are o d t i n g  by supposing it aled with conaenhic ring 
of mqpetic flux which are periodically reversed in direction, an4 
have their k m u m  vslues at those instants and places where th 
b e s  of electric strain have their zen, values. Accordingly, a l q  
the quatorial h e  we have two sets of stralns in the edier, dis 
tributed periodimlly in space and in time. First, the lines of electri 
strain in the p h e  of the radiator, and, secondly, the lines of magnetic 
flirx at right q l e s  to these. At any one point in space these twi 
changes, the strain snd the flux, euweed eaoh other periodidy, being, 
hqwever, rtt right angla in directibn At any one moment these two 
eff8ets @e dktributed periodically or cyclically through space, and 
b e  c h p  in tima aud $pace constdtute an dectrlc twave or electro- 

m p g n ~ ~ ~ e n  s m m &  the above t3tabmenh by sayhg the 
ht mwnt hyptbeairr as to the natum of eleetrical action and of 

1 dwtricity i ~ I f  ip briefly compri~ed in the foilowing statements : Tho 
: univerdly Wused meclium c d e d  the ether has had created in it 



i wtain centra of strain or radiating poinb h m  whicb procsed h e s  
of strain, and these centres of force are callad detrona ~ ~ n s  
musb, therefore, be of two kinds, poeitive and n ~ t i v e ,  m r d i n g  to 
the directior. of the strain d t i n g  &m the centre. These electrons 
in their free condition constitute what we call eleetrici~, md the 
electrons thmselves are the atoms of elechricity which, in one sense, 
is, therefom, as much material as that which we d ordinsrg gmm or 
ponderable mrmtb. 

CoUocations of these electrons con~titute the atame úf g m s  
matter, and we must consider thst the individualiq of any atom is 
not detemined merely by the identity of the electrons compoeing 
it, but by the permanente of their anmgcrnent or form. ln any 
mass of matenal substance &re js pmbably a continual exchange 
of electmns from one atom to another, and hence st any one given 
mornent, whilst a m b e r  of the electrons are an association forming 
mate* atoms, there wiU be a further nuniber of isolated but inter- 
mingled electrons, whkh are d e d  the free electrons. In substances 
which we dl good conductors, we must imagine that the free electrons 
have the power of moving freely through or between the materia1 
atoms, and this movement of the electrons constitutes a current of 
electricity ; whilst a aupeduity of electrons of either type in rtny one 
mass of matter constittes what we call a c h q e  of electricity. 
an eIatrica1 mcillation, which is merely a very rapid 
current taking place in a conductor, is on this hypothesis assamed 
bo consist iii a rapid movement to and fh of the fme e1ectmns We 
may picture to ourselves, therefore, a rod of metal in which electrid 
oscillations are tsking place, as similar to an organ-pipe or siren tube 
in which movements of the air particlea are t&ng plaoe to and h. 
the free electrons corresponding with the air particlea 

Owiug to the nature of the stnicture of 
an elecbn, it foUows, however, that every 
movement of an electron is accompaníed by 
changa in the distribution of the electric 
strain or ether s h i n  taking place thmugh- 
out dl sumunding space, and, as already 
exphined, certain very rapid movemenb of 
t h ~  electrons have the eEect of detaching 
closed fines of strain in the ether which 
move off t h u g h  space, forming, when cycli- 
cally distributed, an electric wava. 

We may next pmceed tu appv thesa fiG, 3,s- 
principies to tha explanation of the action of BADIATOB. B, ba-; X, 
the simple& form of Hertzian wave tale- ~ d u c t i o ~ w i l ; K , ~ *  

kay ; S, spark gap; A, aerlel p p E c  d i a t o r ,  vie., the Marooni aerial -; esah pwsm w*. In its original form this consiste of 
a long vertical insulated wim9 A, the lower end of which is attached to 
one of tlie spark bsb S vf an induction cdl ,  1, the other spwk balI 
being connected to mrth E, and the two spark balli being p l w d  a 
fe firnetres apart (8ee Fig. 3). When the coil is set in mbíon 
mcihtory or Hertzian s p x b  paes between the bdk, electric 












































































































































































